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Thoroughly updated and greatly expanded from its
original edition, this three-volume set is the go-to
comprehensive resource on the legal, social,
psychological, political, and public health aspects of guns
in American life. • 450 alphabetically organized entries,
including 100 new for this edition, covering key issues
(suicide, video games and gun violence, firearm injury
statistics) and events (workplace shootings, the Virginia
Tech massacre) • 102 expert contributors from all
academic fields involved in studying the causes and
effects of gun violence • A chronology of pivotal
moments and controversies in the history of firearm
ownership and use in the United States • An exhaustive
bibliography of print and online resources covering all
aspects of the study of guns in the United States •
Appendices on federal gun laws, state gun laws, and
pro- and anti-gun-control organizations
Anyone can become an expert with help from these 488
exploded and isometric long gun drawings. Professionals
and hobbyists appreciate attention to both modern and
collectible guns. Directory matches you with outlets for
services and supplies.
Get to Know Your Revolver—Inside and Out! Gun Digest
Book of the Revolver covers all aspects of living with the
double-action revolver: shooting, handling, carrying,
maintaining and accessorizing—everything you need to
know to operate the quintessential American handgun.
Topics in this comprehensive volume include: SelfPage 1/17
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Defense—Revolvers are still a good choice! Sighting
options—including tips for aging eyes Getting the right
hand fit Grips that work—and those that don't Spare
ammo carrying options Maintenance and cleaning howto's The right holster for the job Wheel-gun ammo
choices for work, play and self-defense And much, much
more!! Whether you use your revolver for sport, hunting,
competition or self-defense, you'll learn something from
this book!
For more than 70 years, Gun Digest has been the go-to
source and research guide for firearms enthusiasts
worldwide. Informative and entertaining articles by the
top writers in the field cover hunting, personal defense,
target practice, gun making, and collecting.
Gun Digest 2020, 74th EditionThe World's Greatest Gun
Book!Gun Digest
Author Patrick Sweeney leads readers through Smith &
Wesson's dizzying array of handgun models and options.
From plinking revolvers to the new .500 S&W hand
cannon, Sweeney reviews S&W models inside and out
for performance, function and versatility, letting the
reader known which models will work best for selfdefense, hunting or target shooting. &break;&break;With
information on basic troubleshooting, testing used guns
for reliability and reviews of specific models from every
major S&W group, The Gun Digest Book of Smith &
Wesson gives readers an accurate overview of the
offerings of this fine American gunmaker.
Does Your 1911 Stack Up? &break;&break;When John
Browning designed the Model 1911 pistol for Colt's
Manufacturing Co. he created the standard by which
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pistols have been judged for more than 90 years.
&break;&break;Now Patrick Sweeney provides the first indepth look at the Model 1911 in all its forms, complete
with information on ammunition, after-market parts and
performance testing of semi-custom guns. This book
shows you what the 1911 is and what it can become. If
you own a 1911 now or have ever considered buying
one, this book is for you.
The AK and SKS are the most widely used and well
known assault rifles in the world, and this comprehensive
look at these famous rifles contains never-beforepublished information blended with 600 photos, and
written by the leading expert in assault weapons.
One of the nation's premier shotgun specialists explains the
principles and practices of repairing, individualizing, and
making modern scatter-guns more accurate. Never-before
covered information!
Understand the Hottest Issues Surrounding Concealed Carry!
Written by Massad Ayoob, one of the pre-eminent fighting
handgun trainers in the world, Gun Digest Book of Concealed
Carry 2nd Edition builds upon the best-selling 1st edition by
addressing some of the hottest issues surrounding concealed
carry today. Understand Castle Doctrine and Stand Your
Ground laws. Review case studies that reveal lessons
learned. Commentary from Ayoob draws on his experience as
an expert witness for courts in weapons and shooting cases.
Find out about the latest in holsters and gear, including new
personal defense ammunition and lights. As a handgun
owner, you owe it to yourself to stay informed and educated
about changes in concealed carry laws and personal defense
hardware. Gun Digest Book of Concealed Carry 2nd Edition
helps you do exactly that.
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The Guns. The Loads. &break;It's All Here! &break;&break;It
civilized the American frontier, fought the Civil War and tamed
the Wild West. Today, the big .44 is still America's favorite
caliber for hunting, target shooting and serious self-defense.
&break;&break;And who better to write of the .44 than John
Taffin? In this entertaining, informative narrative, America's
favorite big-bore specialist paints a fascinating portrait of the
Big Forty-Four, from the earliest cap-and-ball revolvers and
the legendary lever-actions to the .44 Magnum and beyond.
&break;&break;You'll enjoy: &break;&break;Range reports on
.44-caliber firearms, old and new &break;Hundreds of
detailed photos &break;Loading data for .44-caliber
handguns, rifles and carbines &break;&break;For the
collector, for the hunter, for the reloader - for the Dirty Harry in
all of us - Gun Digest Book of the .44 is required reading.
New Edition, Revised & expanded to include the 72 most
often disassembled pistol designs (plus 250 variations) and
1,800 photos - all in 592 pages. &break;&break; Pistol
disassembly/reassembly has never been easier!
&break;Clean and maintain your autoloading pistols yourself. This book makes it simple, thanks to author Wood's
expertise, step-by-step instructions and crisp photography.
&break;&break; Detailed Photos show field-stripping and
detailed disassembly steps in proper order and clearly
illustrate the parts involved and the (simple) tools used.
&break;&break; Easy to understand text describing each step
guides everyone - novice or expert - through the disassembly
and reassembly of 72 different pistol models - plus some 250
closely related models. &break;&break; No other book
provides this kind of photo-illustrated information
As the premier source of up-to-date information on tactical
firearms and gear, Tactical Gun Digest combines authoritative
reporting by industry experts and coverage of the latest
products, trends and techniques with an extensive illustrated
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catalog featuring state-of-the-art handguns, rifles, shotguns,
optics and gear. This book is the ultimate reference for the
tactical professional or serious shooter. Tactical Gun Digest is
the only resource of its kind, providing enthusiasts with all the
latest trend information through product reports from topname authorities and access to a one-of-a-kind catalog index
with exhaustive illustrations of major and lesser-known
brands of concealed carry and service-grade handguns,
precision rifles and tactical shotguns and gear. This book is
for the tactical professional or serious shooter who depends
on their guns and gear to survive.
This book can save your life! In this revised and expanded
update to one of Massad Ayoob's most popular books,
Combat Handgunnery helps you understand the many
aspects of using a handgun to defend yourself and your loved
ones in life-threatening situations. The author uses lessons
learned in his life-long study of self-defense to break down
topics such as choosing a handgun, picking the right holster,
training techniques to improve shooting skills, understanding
ammunition selection, CQB (close-quarters battle) fighting
techniques, and hardware and accessories to help you
become a more proficient handgunner. Ayoob's rundown and
assessment of the staggering number of today's firearm and
gear choices is invaluable in helping readers make purchase
decisions that best fit their lifestyle. The best defense is being
prepared. Learn from Massad Ayoob, one of the most
respected firearms trainers in the world.
With this book, the gun owner - whether novice or
experienced - will learn everything he or she needs to know to
safely keep a firearm and, if the need arises, use it with
confidence. The Gun Digest Book of Personal Protection &
Home Defense provides authoritative information to both the
novice and experienced gun owner about personal protection
- both inside and outside the home - using commonly
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available handguns, rifles and shotguns. From discussion of
the legal and social issues involved and personal protection,
selecting of the suitable firearm and ammunition, and
discussion of practical training drills that build competence
and confidence with the chosen firearm, this book is an
important resource for the millions of first-time gun buyers.
Anyone can become an expert with help from these 975
exploded and isometric long gun drawings. Professionals and
hobbyists appreciate attention to both modern and collectible
guns. Directory matches you with outlets for services and
supplies.

The 75th Edition of "The World's Greatest Gun
Book!" Now in its 75th edition, the Gun Digest annual
is the most-anticipated annual guide to all things new
and exciting in the world of firearms. Informative and
entertaining articles by the top writers in the field
cover every aspect of guns and shooting, including
hunting, personal defense, target practice,
gunmaking and collecting. Historical articles provide
a look at the role played by firearms in our country
and around the world. Updated ballistics tables
provide hours of study for shooting enthusiasts, and
the catalog section shows off the industry's newest
offerings in rifles, handguns, shotguns,
muzzleloaders and air rifles. Reports from the Field
provide details on the newest firearms and
accessories. A Testfire section brings readers up to
date on product performance. And a fan favorite, the
annual photo essay spotlighting the finest custom
and engraved guns, is back and better than ever.
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Other firearms annuals rehash previously published
materials and regurgitate industry press releases.
But "The World's Greatest Gun Book" remains true
to its roots, year after year. Gun Digest offers
original, expertly written content in what is truly the
most comprehensive collection of firearms
information in print today!
A Shooter's Guide Now you can become an AR-15
expert. Noted author and gunsmith Patrick Sweeney
takes an inside look at an icon among American
rifles. The AR-15 first became known to American
shooters in the early 1960s. Since then is have
become one of the most versatile rifles in the world,
tackling everything from military and police
operations to long-range target competitions.
Sweeney's expertly written text and outstanding
photography show you everything you need to know
about understanding the AR-15 operating system
and his dedicated group of testers honestly evaluate
just about every rifle on the market. If there is
something you want to know about an AR-15, you
will find it here.
Gun Digest Book of Guns & Prices features all the
information the firearms enthusiast needs when it
comes to accurate pricing and description of
commercial (i.e., non-military) firearms. With
approximately 15,000 rifles, shotguns and
handguns--featuring nearly 110,000 condition-based
gun values--this condensed, easy-to-carry book has
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you covered.
"Step-by-step photos for 108 models & 270
variants"--Cover.
This third installment in the popular series of
practical books about guns and shooting is aimed at
women of all ages—the fastest-growing segment of
the sport—and it couldn’t come at a better time.
America and firearms literally grew up together, but
today guns are often simply linked to crime and
violence; gun control has become a polarizing
political issue; and misinformation about firearms is
spreading. Now three experts have tackled the
subject in a series of books that explores the realities
of guns and shooting and sets the record straight
about some common misconceptions. On the heels
of The Gun Book for Boys and The Gun Book for
Parents, The Gun Book for Girls is for girls (and
women) interested in guns and shooting but who
have little or no background in firearms. Through
example and anecdote, the book emphasizes safety
and proper usage, and it defines terms and provides
hands-on advice about using and maintaining guns.
It also covers firearms, shooting methods, clothing
and accessories for women, profiles females who
shoot and who work in the gun trade, and discusses
the issues around guns for self-defense (a topic of
special interest to women). Like the other two titles,
this book is non-political and written in an easy-tounderstand conversational tone. Each book is
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thoroughly illustrated, and content is presented in
easily managed portions that can be read in series
or singly, all backed up with an index.
New Edition, revised & greatly expanded to include
detailed information for the 59 most often
disassembled shotgun designs (plus over 285
variations); clearly illustrated by some 1,600 photos all in 592 pages. &break;&break; Shotgun
disassembly/reassembly has never been easier!
Clean and maintain your shotguns yourself. This
book makes it simple, thanks to author Wood's
expertise, step-by-step instruction and crisp
photography. &break;&break; Detailed photos show
field-stripping and detailed disassembly steps in
proper order and clearly illustrate and parts involved
and the (simple) tools used. &break;&break; Easy-tounderstand text describing each step guides
everyone - novice or expert - through the
disassembly and reassembly of 59 different shotgun
models - plus some 285 closely related models.
&break;&break;No other book provides this kind of
photo-illustrated information.
In Gun Digest Book of the AK & SKS, Volume 2,
Patrick Sweeney picks up where Volume 1 left off
and brings Kalashnikov's timeless firearm
designs--the AK-47 and AK-74--plus their
predecessor, Simonov's SKS, full circle into the
modern era. In exhaustive detail and told in his own
entertaining way, Sweeney provides not only the
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historical perspective on these now-ubiquitous
Russian guns, but also how to modernize and
upgrade them for today's American-style tactical
shooting.
In Gun Digest Book of SIG-Sauer 2nd Edition, preeminent fighting handgun trainer Massad Ayoob
takes an in-depth look at some of the finest pistols
on the market. In this revised 2nd Edition: First-hand
gun reviews evaluate handling characteristics,
design and performance Insider reviews explain
developments over the past 10 years New chapters
cover the most popular new models, and revisions
explain significant changes to existing models If you
own a SIG-Sauer pistol, have considered buying one
or just appreciate the quality of these fine pistols, this
is the book for you!
Now in its 76th edition, Gun Digest 2022 is the mostanticipated annual guide to all things new and
exciting in the world of firearms. Informative and
entertaining articles by the top writers in the field
cover every aspect of guns and shooting, including
hunting, personal defense, target practice, gun
making and collecting. Historical articles provide a
look at the role firearms have played in the United
States and around the world. "The World's Greatest
Gun Book" has remained true to its roots, year after
year, for more than three quarters of a century. Gun
Digest offers original, expertly written content in what
is truly the most comprehensive collection of
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firearms information in print today.
Shooters, gunsmiths, and collectors alike will find the
revised version of Gun Digest's Book of Rimfire
Rifles Assembly/Disassembly a practical reference
for disassembling and reassembling a variety of
rimfire rifles. Step-by-step high-resolution
photography and clear, simple text makes it easy to
disassemble an reassemble a wide-range of modern
and vintage models. Kevin Murumatsu has over 40
years of gunsmithing experience and it shows
through reassembly tips, which overcome each
model's specific reassembly hurdles.
Detailed photos show step-by-step disassembly of
more than 60 revolvers and 130 variants
&break;&break; Reassembly tips
&break;&break;Guns, especially handguns, have
always been a part of J.B. Wood's life; he began
working as a gunsmith over 50 years ago.
&break;&break;Fortunately, Wood has been able to
combine his mechanical talents with writing about
them - which he's been doing since 1962, having
more than 1,000 articles published in Gun Digest,
Guns Illustrated and in most of the monthly gun
magazines. In 1977-1978 he authored a two-book
series for DBI Books, Troubleshooting Your
Handgun and Troubleshooting Your Rifle and
Shotgun. From 1979 to 1981, Wood wrote and
photographed the original six-part Firearms
Assembly/Disassembly series, a monumental task
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that turned out to be the best reference on the
subject ever printed. &break;&break;Because he is
so well briefed on firearms in general, Wood is
considered an international authority and highly
regarded firearms consultant, having done
mechanical design and redesign work for domestic
and foreign arms makers. Currently he is a writer
and firearms consultant and lives in rural Kentucky.
Practical user guide to the world's most popular
caliber! This second edition of Gun Digest Book of
.22 Rimfire is a complete handbook and user guide
for shooters of the .22 Long Rifle. Collectors and
shooters alike will appreciate the comprehensive
coverage of current and vintage firearms. Hardcore
rimfire shooters will find technical details that reveal
how they can use headspace, rim thickness, and
other factors to enhance the performance of their
equipment. New .22 rifles evaluated, including the
Ruger American, Savage B-Mag, Ruger 10/22
Takedown, CZ 455, and more! Expert advice to
enhance performance of models that are amenable
to alteration New coverage of optics for rimfire
firearms Hands-on testing of the .17 WSM and other
recent cartridges Best ballistics introduction
available! The author's experience and skill
explaining how to choose ammunition will help
shooters make the right choice. Reader feedback
from the first edition of this book describes the
information on ballistics as "the best introduction
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available!" With the introduction of new models and
discontinuing of others, any book on rimfires is a
snapshot in time of a field that changes rapidly. In
Gun Digest Book of .22 Rimfire, 2nd Edition, author
James E. House provides thorough discussions of
types of ammunition, ballistics, and firearms that will
be of long-term use to rimfire shooters everywhere.
Covers hand and power tools, kit knives, forging,
handles, sheaths and pouches, polishing,
sharpening, and knife care
The definitive visual guide to the history of firearms
and guns The Illustrated History of Firearms charts
the evolution and history of the gun, from the pistol,
flintlock musket and rifle to the shotgun, machine
gun and revolver. This book features over 300
firearms and guns spanning centuries of
development, with the world's most iconic gun
brands such as Colt, Smith and Wesson, Maxim and
the Kalashnikov AK-47 covered with amazing
photographic features. You can appreciate the
incredible engineering behind guns through stunning
visuals with close-up details of key weapons, from
the intricate inlaid shotgun to the modern army
sniper rifle, tracing the history of the gun from army
flintlocks to modern day military guns. If you are
interested in military history and the history of
weapons, The Illustrated History of Firearms is ideal
for you.
Everything You Need to Know About America's
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Favorite Rifles! Small-Bore Rimfire Ammunition
Choosing a Rifle The Semi-Automatic Rifle The BoltAction Competition Rifle Accurate Shooting
Cleaning, Maintenance & Care Range, Lethality &
Performance Hunting & Varmint Shooting Modern
Competitive Shooting
Whether you call them silencers or suppressors,
they are the hottest new gear on many gun ranges.
In this first ever reference guide to suppressors,
firearms expert Patrick Sweeney reports results after
field-testing dozens of models, and offers: Extensive
coverage of available options and prices Expert
advice to select, mount, use and maintain
suppressors on handguns, rifles and shotguns With
more than 300 images and illustrations, Gun Digest
Book of Suppressors covers: The basics--the history,
function and use of suppressors Testing and
descriptions of dozens of models--from small to
large, plain to exotic And finally, for the hard-core
enthusiast, Sweeney gets technical and wraps up
with the legalities and a few mistakes to avoid.
Suppressors are the hottest new gear on many gun
ranges. Why? And how can you safely, lawfully and
knowledgeably join your gun club cohorts in owning
and enjoying this new shooting accessory? The next
time you go to the gun club, if there isn't a
suppressor present, there will be talk of them. Skip
the hype and get the facts from industry expert
Patrick Sweeney, with Gun Digest Book of
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Suppressors.
With this guide, you will learn to carefully and
successfully disassemble and reassemble today's
most popular tactical handguns, shotguns and rifles
for routine maintenance and cleaning. Includes fieldstripping basics, as well as a thorough explanation of
all key take down and reassembly steps for each
model, with easy-to-understand instructions and
hundreds of clear, detailed photographs. Addition of
some of the most popular new tactical
firearms--including the hottest new crop of
suppressor-ready models--results in 560 pages of
detailed firearms take-down and assembly
instructions.
Details the Ruger's path to fame and the innovations
and influential technology that have made the
revolver such a reliable, popular firearm, with fullcolor photographs of traditional, rare and customized
pieces.-Cleaning, repairing & maintaining your centerfire rifle
has never been easier! Gun Digest Book of
Centerfire Rifles Assembly/Disassembly 3rd Edition
is the indispensable guide to DIY disassembly, repair
and reassembly of today's most popular centerfire
rifles. Step-by-step disassembly and reassembly
instrcutions cover 68 popular models and hundreds
of closely-related variants. Plus, this revised and
expanded edition includes the addition of newer
rifles from CZ, HK, Howa, Mossberg, Remington,
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Rossi, Ruger, Savage, Springfield,
Thompson/Center and more! Detailed photographs
and clear, simple instructions make it easy to
disassemble and reassemble a wide range of
modern and vintage models. Gun Digest Book of
Centerfire Rifles Assembly/Disassembly 3rd Edition
is your go-to source for time- and money-saving
disassembly techniques for today's hottest guns.
Shooters, gunsmiths and collectors alike will find the
revised version of this handy gun disassembly guide
an essential reference for taking apart and putting
back together today's most popular revolvers for
routine maintenance and cleaning. Step-by-step
photographs of popular models along with clear,
simple text make it easy to disassemble and
reassemble a wide range of modern and vintage
revolvers. Plus, author Kevin Muramatsu's decades
of gunsmithing experience shine through in practical
tips that help you overcome specific reassembly
hurdles for each model--those frustratingly tricky
parts that can leave your wheelgun in pieces on the
workbench. Models added to this revised edition
include: Taurus Judge Chiappa Rhino Kimber K6s
Ruger New Bearcat Armscor 206 EAA Windicator
Rossi 352, 452, 971 Taurus 85 Polymer DoubleTap
pocket pistol Heizer Pocket AR Trailblazer Life-Card
Maybe something from Cimarron, NAA, S&W, and
Charter With an additional twenty of the most
popular revolvers on the market, this comprehensive
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resource now covers 75 models and more than 150
variants!
Includes "305 isometric views of modern and
collector's handguns and long guns."
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